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Conditional Bernoulli (in short ‘‘CB’’) models have been recently applied to
many statistical fields including survey sampling, logistic regression, case-control
studies, lottery, signal processing and Poisson-Binomial distributions. In this paper,
we present several general properties of CB models that are necessary for the applica-
tions above. We also show the existence and uniqueness of MLE of parameters in CB
models and give two efficient algorithms for computing the MLE. General properties
of CB models include: (1) mappings between three characterizations of CB models
are homeomorphism modulo rescaling and order-preserving; (2) CB variables are
unconditionally independent and conditionally negatively correlated; (3) a simple
formula relating inclusion probabilities of adjacent orders can be used to ease computa-
tional burden and provide important implication on odds-ratio. Asymptotic properties
of CB models are also examined. We show that under a mild condition, (1) CB
variables are asymptotically independent; (2) covariances of CB variables are
asymptotically on a smaller scale than variances of CB variables; and (3) a CB
model can be approximated by a multinomial distribution with the same coverage
probabilities. The use and implication of each property are illustrated with related
statistical applications.  2000 Academic Press
AMS subject classifications: 62H05, 62H12, 62E10, 62E20.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, a class of so-called ‘‘conditional Bernoulli’’ (in
short ‘‘CB’’) models have been extensively studied and applied to many
statistical fields including survey sampling (Chen, Dempster, and Liu, 1994;
Chen, 1998; Chen, Melnick, and Tenenbein, 1998), logistic regression and
case-control studies (Chen and Liu, 1997), lottery (Stern and Cover, 1989;
Joe, 1990), signal processing (Chen, 1992) and Poisson-Binomial distribu-
tions (Chen and Liu, 1997). Properties of CB models play an important
role in each of these applications. For examples, Chen et al. (1994) used
properties of inclusion probabilities in CB models to help improve the
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performance of HorvitzThompson estimator in survey sampling, and
Chen and Liu (1997) used asymptotic properties of variance-covariance
structure of CB models to ease up computational burden of a new procedure
for maximum conditional likelihood estimation in case-control studies. There-
fore when applying CB models, one must understand the properties of CB
models very well.
Despite the success of CB models in the applications above, general
properties of CB models are not yet thoroughly studied. These properties
can be in general classified into four categories: (1) different characteriza-
tions of CB models and their relations; (2) variance-covariance structure
of CB models; (3) relations among inclusion probabilities of different
orders; and (4) relations of CB models with other discrete models, such as
Poisson-Binomial and Multinomial distributions. Some of these properties
have been previously studied. For examples, Chen et al. (1994) proposed
three ways of characterizing CB models, and Chen and Liu (1997) pointed
out the connection between CB models and Poisson-Binomial distribu-
tions.
Another unsolved issue concerns the maximum likelihood estimation of
parameters in CB models, which is often desirable when modeling real life
data. The existence, uniqueness and computation of the maximum likeli-
hood estimates (in short ‘‘MLE’’) depend critically on certain properties of
CB models.
This paper serves four major purposes. First, the properties of CB
models presented in this paper can be used as theoretical support to the
results in earlier papers on CB models (e.g., Chen et al., 1994; Chen and
Liu, 1997; Chen et al., 1998). Second, MLE of parameters in CB models is
useful for modeling real life data and testing goodness-of-fit. Third, statisticians
engaged in related fields can use this paper for a quick reference on general
properties of CB models. Lastly, the mathematical (mostly combinatorial)
methods adopted for the proofs in this paper might be of interest to some
theoreticians.
The use and implication of each property we present in this paper are
illustrated with related statistical applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we give three equivalent characterizations of CB models
using the parameter vectors: ‘‘weights’’, ‘‘coverage probabilities’’ and
‘‘Bernoulli probabilities’’, respectively. We introduce two useful classes of
functions to convenience our proofs and discussions in subsequent sections.
In Section 3, we show that mappings between the three parameter vectors
are homeomorphism modulo rescaling and order-preserving. In addition, the
weights are more expansive than the coverage probabilities and the Bernoulli
probabilities. We also show that the weights are asymptotically proportional
to the coverage probabilities.
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In Section 4, variance-covariance structure of CB models is discussed.
We show that CB models have the maximum uniformity, subject to constraints
on coverage probabilities, among all possible models defined on the same
sample space. As a consequence, CB variables are unconditionally inde-
pendent, conditionally negatively correlated, and asymptotically independent.
In addition, covariances of CB variables are asymptotically on a smaller scale
than variances of CB variables.
In Section 5, relations between inclusion probabilities of different orders
are examined. A simple formula relating inclusion probabilities of adjacent
orders is presented and its implication on odds-ratio is discussed. We show
that second-order inclusion probabilities are asymptotically proportional to
products of corresponding coverage probabilities.
In Section 6, we utilize the results in previous sections to show the
existence and uniqueness of the MLE of the weights in CB models. We give
two algorithms for computing the MLE that are more efficient than tradi-
tional methods such as generalized iterative scaling (e.g., Darroch and Ratcliff,
1972; Stern and Cover, 1989).
In Section 7, we show that under certain mild condition, a CB model (for
sampling without replacement) can be approximated by a multinomial distri-
bution (for sampling with replacement) with the same coverage probabilities.
A numerical example is given in the end for illustration.
2. MODEL SPECIFICATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In general, CB models are applicable in situations where samples of n
distinct units from a finite population of N units are concerned. In this
paper, we assume both N and n are fixed. Denote the finite population by
S=[1, ..., N] and a random sample by D=(D1 , ..., DN), where for each
i # S, the random variable Di is 1 if the i th unit is in the sample or 0
otherwise. The sample space for D is
Dn=[d=(d1 , ..., dN) : d i=0 or 1, and d1+ } } } +dN=n].
Chen et al. (1994) showed that the density p( } ) of a CB model can be
defined in any of the following three ways.
Method 1. Pick any vector of ‘‘weights’’ w=(w1 , ..., wN), where wi>0
for all i # S, and define
p(d)= ‘
i # S
wdii < :y # Dn \ ‘i # S w
yi
i + , \d # Dn. (2.1)
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Method 2. Pick any vector of ‘‘coverage probabilities’’ ?=(?1 , ..., ?N)
satisfying
0<?i<1 for all i # S and :
i # S
?i=n, (2.2)
and choose the density p( } ) that maximizes the entropy &d # Dn p(d) log p(d)
subject to
Ep(D i)=? i , for all i # S. (2.3)
Method 3. Pick any vector of ‘‘Bernoulli probabilities’’ p=( p1 , ..., pN),
where 0<pi<1 for all i # S, and let Z=(Z1 , ..., ZN) be independent
Bernoulli trials with probabilities p1 , ..., pN . Then define the model to be
the conditional distribution of Z given i # S Zi=n.
As will be shown in Theorem 3.1, mappings between the three parameter
vectors, w, ?, and p are homeomorphism modulo rescaling. Thus a CB
model can be equivalently characterized by any of the three parameter
vectors. For a given situation, one can choose the parameter vector that is
the most convenient to use. For examples, when analyzing the nearly black
object, Chen (1992) used the model in Method 1 directly as the posterior
distribution for the ‘‘non-black’’ portion of the object; and in ‘‘probability-
proportional-to-size’’ (PPS) sampling, Chen et al. (1994) used Method 2 to
first obtain the ?i through a ‘‘size’’ variable, which is supposedly highly
correlated with the variable to be estimated.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the weights wi are always in
ascending order. Throughout the paper we use capital letters such as A, B,
or C for subsets of S, Ac=S"A for the complement of A in S, and |A| for
the number of elements in A.
We find it convenient to utilize two classes of functions called ‘‘R functions’’
and ‘‘Q functions’’, defined as
R(k, A) ] :
B/A, |B|=k \ ‘i # B wi+ and Q(k, A) ]
R(k, A)
R(k&1, A)
(2.4)
for any non-empty A/S and 1k|A|, respectively. Notice when wi=1
for all i # A, R(k, A)=( |A|k ). Hence the R functions are generalizations of
binomial functions. We set R(0, A)=1, and R(k, A)=0 whenever k<0 or
k>|A|.
The use of R functions can greatly simplify the representation of CB
models and related quantities. For example, the density of a CB model can
be written as
p(d)= ‘
i # S
wdii <R(n, S), \d # Dn. (2.4)
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In addition, R functions can be computed efficiently. Chen and Liu (1997)
showed that it takes only O(nN) operations to compute an R function
using the following recursive formula
R(k, A)=
1
k
:
k
i=1
(&1) i+1 T(i, A) R(k&i, A), (2.5)
where A/S and T(i, A)= j # A w ij for any i1.
The following properties of R functions and Q functions are useful to our
proofs in subsequent sections.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be any non-empty subset of S. Then
(a) R(k, A) R(_&k, A)>[( _k)(
_
j )] R( j, A) R(_& j, A) for any integers
j, k and _ satisfying 0 j<k_2(|A|+ j)2;
(b) |A|&k+1k w1Q(k, A)
|A|&k+1
k wN for any 1k|A|.
Proof. (a) We compare the two sides of the inequality term by term.
Each term in R(k, A) R(_&k, A) has the form w2i1 } } } w
2
it
wit+1 } } } wi_&t , where
0tk, corresponding to the case when both R(k, A) and R(_&k, A)
choose wi1 , ..., wit and in addition, R(k, A) chooses k&t of wit+1 , ..., wi_&t
and R(_&k, A) chooses the rest _&k&t. So this particular term appears
( _&2tk&t ) times in R(k, A) R(_&k, A). By analogy, the same term appears
( _&2tj&t ) times in R( j, A) R(_& j, A) for t j and zero time for j<tk. By
some algebra,
\_&2tk&t +<\
_&2t
j&t +=
(_&2t)!
(k&t)! (_&k&t)!<
(_&2t)!
( j&t)! (_& j&t)!
\_k+<\
_
j+ .
This completes the proof.
(b) We first show that Q(k, A) is increasing in w i for every i # A.
 log Q(k, A)
wi
=
R(k&1, A"[i])
R(k, A)
&
R(k&2, A"[i])
R(k&1, A)
=
[R(k&1, A"[i])]2&R(k, A"[i]) R(k&2, A"[i])
R(k, A) R(k&1, A)
>0,
where the inequality is based upon the result in (a). Therefore
|A|&k+1
k
w1=
wk1 \ |A|k +
wk&11 \ |A|k&1+
Q(k, A)
wkN \ |A|k +
wk&1N \ |A|k&1+
=
|A|&k+1
k
wN . K
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The asymptotic results in subsequent sections require one of the following
two conditions on w and ?.
Condition 1. There exists a fixed c # (0, ) such that wi wjc for all
i, j # S.
Condition 2. There exists a fixed c # (0, ) such that ?i ?jc for all
i, j # S.
As implied by (a) of Theorem 3.3, Condition 2 is milder than Condition 1.
For ease of proof, most of the asymptotic results in this paper are presented
under the assumption of Condition 1. However, due to the asymptotic propor-
tionality between the wi and the ?i (i.e., Theorem 3.4), these results are equally
valid under Condition 2.
3. MAPPINGS BETWEEN THREE PARAMETER VECTORS
As shown in Section 2, a CB model can be equivalently characterized by
any of the three parameter vectors, w, ?, and p. In this section, we intro-
duce important properties of the mappings between the three parameter
vectors.
Theorem 3.1. If ? satisfies (2.2), then mappings between w, ?, and p are
homeomorphism modulo rescaling.
Proof. It is easy to check that the models implied by Method 1 and
Method 3 are the same if and only if
wi=c \ p i1& p i+ , for all i # S (3.1)
where c is any arbitrary positive constant. Using R functions, we can show
that the models implied by Method 1 and Method 2 are the same if and
only if
?i=
wiR(n&1, [i]c)
R(n, S)
, for all i # S. (3.2)
It is obvious that given w or p, the other two parameter vectors can be
uniquely determined up to a constant by (3.1) and (3.1). If ? is given and
satisfies (2.2), Chen et al. (1994) showed that w can be uniquely determined
up to a constant by (3.2). This completes the proof. K
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The next theorem shows that mappings between the three parameter
vectors are order-preserving, i.e., the order of elements in each parameter
vector remains the same under the mappings.
Theorem 3.2. For any i, j # S,
(a) pi= pj  ?i=?j  wi=wj ;
(b) pi>pj  ?i>?j  wi>wj .
Proof. By definitions of ? and p,
pi
pj
=
cw i (1+cwj)
cwj (1+cw i)
=
cwi+c2wiwj
cwj+c2wiwj
(3.3)
?i
?j
=
wiR(n&1, [i]c)
wjR(n&1, [ j]c)
=
wi wjR(n&2, [i, j]c)+wiR(n&1, [i, j]c)
w j wiR(n&2, [i, j]c)+wjR(n&1, [i, j]c)
. (3.4)
Then (a) and (b) are straightforward by inspecting (3.3) and (3.4). K
The following result shows that the wi are more expansive than the ?i
and the pi , and the ? i may be more or less expansive than the pi , depend-
ing on certain condition. Based on Theorem 3.2, we can assume all three
parameter vectors are in ascending order correspondingly.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose the three parameter vectors are all in ascending
order. For any i> j,
(a) wi wj>?i ? j ;
(b) wi wj>pi p j ;
(c) ?i? j>pi pj if and only if pi>Pr(Di=1 | Dj=1);
(d) ?i? j<pi pj if and only if pj<Pr(Dj=1 | Di=1).
Proof. The inequalities in (a) and (b) are straightforward by inspecting
(3.3) and (3.4). For (c) and (d), we have
?i
?j<
pi
pj
=
wiR(n&1, [i]c)
wjR(n&1, [ j]c)
_
cwj (1+cw i)
cwi (1+cw j)
.
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Therefore
?i
?j <
pi
p j
>1  c>
R(n&1, [ j]c)&R(n&1, [i]c)
wi R(n&1, [i]c)&wj R(n&1, [ j]c)
=
R(n&2, [i, j]c)
R(n&1, [i, j]c)

wic
wi c+1
>
wiR(n&2, [i, j]c)
wiR(n&2, [i, j]c)+R(n&1, [i, j]c)
 pi>Pr(Di=1 | Dj=1).
The proof for (d) is similar. K
Chen et al. (1994) gave the following result on the asymptotic propor-
tionality between the weights wi and the coverage probabilities ?i , which
implies that when Nn is sufficiently large, the wi can be substituted by the
?i since a CB model is invariant under rescaling of the weights. This kind
of asymptotic proportionality does not exist between p and w, or p and ?,
since these relations are less affected by N and n. We will use this result in
subsequent sections.
Theorem 3.4. If Condition 2 is satisfied, then for any fixed i, j # S,
wi wj
?i ?j
 1 as
N
n
 .
4. VARIANCE-COVARIANCE STRUCTURE OF CB MODELS
By Method 3 in Section 2, we see that a CB model can be interpreted
as the conditional distribution of independent Bernoulli variables given a
fixed total number of successes. Thus CB variables have the so-called
‘‘unconditional independence’’ property, meaning that without the constraint
on their sum, they would be independent. This is an appealing property for
many practical situations. For example, a winning combination in the New
York Lotto consists of 6 distinct numbers randomly drawn from numbers 1
through 54. If there were no constraint on the size of winning combinations
(i.e., a winning combination may contain less or more than 6 distinct
numbers), the chance for each of the 54 numbers to show up in the winning
combination would be independent of that for others (assuming the lottery
is a fair game). Numbers in a winning combination are not independent of
each other, however, only because the size of combinations is fixed at 6.
Looking at Method 2 in Section 2 from the viewpoint of information
theory, we see that maximizing the entropy of a distribution is equivalent
to minimizing the KullbackLeibler distance between this distribution and
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the uniform distribution on the same sample space. Since the uniform
distribution is known to have the least information among all discrete
distributions, maximizing entropy subject to constraints in fact means
assuming the least information within the possible range imposed by the
constraints.
The strong connection between entropy and dependence is clearly stated
in some well-known results in information theory (see for example, Theorem
2.5.1 and Theorem 2.6.6 in Cover and Thomas, 1991). Putting in words, these
results state that the entropy attains its maximum when the random variables
are independent and its minimum when they are completely dependent on
each other.
Combining the arguments above, we see that CB variables Di have the
minimum dependence, subject to the constraint on coverage probabilities
as in (2.3), among all possible models defined on Dn. Intuitively, since they
are constrained by a fixed sample size n, the Di ought to be negatively
correlated with each other, even when conditioning on some other CB
variables.
Theorem 4.1. For any i, j # S and A/S, Cov(Di , Dj | Dk , k # A)<0.
Proof. The case for A=< was proved in Chen et al. (1994). If A{<,
it is sufficient to treat the task as proving Cov(Di , Dj)<0 with a popula-
tion size [N&|A|] and a sample size [n&k # A Dk]. This completes the
proof. K
The following theorem shows that the covariance between any two CB
variables is asymptotically on a much smaller scale than the variance of
any CB variable. This result was used by Chen and Liu (1997) to simplify
their iterative procedure for maximum conditional likelihood estimation
in case-control studies. We will use this result in Section 6 to simplify the
computation of MLE for CB models (Algorithm 2).
Theorem 4.2. Suppose Condition 1 is satisfied. Then for any fixed i, j, k # S,
where i{ j,
Cov(Di , Dj)
Var(Dk)
 0 as
N
n
 .
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 and combinatorial expansions, we have
0<&
Cov(Di , Dj)
Var(Dk)
=
wi wj[R(n&1, [i, j]c)2&R(n, [i, j]c) R(n&2, [i, j]c)]
wkR(n&1, [k]c) R(n, [k]c)
. (4.1)
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We need to consider two cases.
Case 1. k{i and k{ j.
Let A=[i, j, k]c. The right hand side of (4.1) becomes
\wiwj[(w
2
kQ(n&1, A)+2wk+Q(n&1, A))
&(wk+Q(n, A))(wk Q(n&2, A)+1)]+
\wk[wiwj Q(n&2, A)+wi+wj+Q(n&1, A)]_[w iwj Q(n&1, A)+wi+wj+Q(n, A)]+
<
wi wj[w2k Q(n&1, A)+2wk+Q(n&1, A)]
wk Q(n&1, A) Q(n, A)

wi wj _w
2
k
w1
_
n&1
N&n&3
+2wk+
N&n&3
n&1
wN&
wk \N&n&3n&1 +\
N&n&2
n + w21
,
where the last inequality is based upon (b) of Lemma 2.1. By Condition 1,
the right hand side of the above inequality converges to zero as Nn  .
Case 2. k=i or k= j. Without loss of generality, we assume k=i.
Let A=[i, j]c. The right hand side of (4.1) becomes
wj[R(n&1, A)2&R(n, A) R(n&2, A)]
[wjR(n&2, A)+R(n&1, A)][wjR(n&1, A)+R(n, A)]
=
wj[1&Q(n, A)Q(n&1, A)]
[wj Q(n&1, A)+1][w j+Q(n, A)]

wj
Q(n, A)

wj
w1 \
n
N&n&1+ (4.3)
where the last inequality is based upon b) of Lemma 2.1. By Condition 1, the
right hand side of the above inequality converges to zero as Nn  . K
It is not difficult to conceive that the minimum dependence among CB
variables would turn into independence under certain condition. The follow-
ing theorem shows that CB variables are indeed asymptotically independent,
even when conditioning on some other CB variables.
Theorem 4.3. If Condition 1 is satisfied, CB variables are asymptotically
independent, i.e., for any fixed i, j # S and A/S, Corr(Di , Dj | Dt , t # A)  0
as Nn  .
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Proof. If A=<, the result follows immediately Case 2 of Theorem 4.2
with k being whichever of i and j that has the bigger variance. If A{<,
it is sufficient to treat the task as proving Corr(Di , Dj)  0 with a popula-
tion size [N&|A| ] and a sample size [n&t # A Dt]. Since A is a fixed
subset of S, Nn   is equivalent to [N&|A| ][n&t # A Dt]  . This
completes the proof. K
5. INCLUSION PROBABILITIES AND ODDS-RATIOS
The coverage probability ?i is the probability for unit i to be included in
the sample. In the context of survey sampling, the ?i are often referred to
as the ‘‘first-order inclusion probabilities’’. In general, a kth (where 1kn)
order inclusion probability, denoted by ?i1 , ..., ik , refers to the probability for the
units i1 , ..., ik to be included in the sample. Since a CB model is explicitly
expressed in terms of the weights wi , the inclusion probabilities of all orders
are explicit functions of the wi . Using R functions, we can write
?i1 , ..., ik=\ ‘
k
t=1
w it+ R(n&k, [i1 , ..., ik]
c)
R(n, S)
. (5.1)
The following lemma describes the relations between inclusion probabilities
of adjacent orders.
Lemma 5.1. For any distinct i1 , ..., ik # S,
?i1 , ..., ik=
wi1 ? i2 , ..., ik&wik ?i1 , ..., ik&1
wi1&wik
. (5.2)
Proof. Using the definition in (5.1) repeatedly, we get
RHS=\ ‘
k
t=1
wit+ R(n&k+1, [i2 , ..., ik]
c)&R(n&k+1, [i1 , ..., ik&1]c)
R(n, S)(wi1&wik)
=\ ‘
k
t=1
wit+
wi1 R(n&k, [i1 , ..., ik]
c)&wik R(n&k, [i1 , ..., ik]
c)
R(n, S)(wi1&wik)
=LHS. K
Among all higher-order inclusion probabilities, the second order inclusion
probabilities ?ij are particularly important since they need to be computed
explicitly in many situations, e.g., variance estimation of HorvitzThompson
estimator in survey sampling (Chen et al., 1994), and the iterative procedure
for maximum conditional likelihood estimation in case-control studies (Chen
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and Liu, 1997). Direct computation of the second-order inclusion probabilities
by definition (5.1) using the formula in (2.5) requires O(nN 3) operations.
However, it only takes O(N 2) operations using Lemma 5.1 and the ?i .
The result in Lemma 5.1 also enables us to draw a connection between
the weights and odds-ratios. A simple transformation of (5.2) yields
wi1
wik
=
? i1 , ..., ik&1&?i1 , ..., ik
?i2 , ..., ik&? i1 , ..., ik
=
P(D i1=1, ..., Dik&1=1, Dik=0)
P(Di1=0, Di2=1, ..., Dik=1)
.
Using conditional probabilities, we can rewrite the above equality as
wi
wj
=
P(Di=1, Dj=0 | Dt , t # A&ij)
P(Di=0, Dj=1 | Dt , t # A&ij)
(5.3)
where A&ij is any subset (may be empty) of S that does not contain i or j. As
indicated in (3.1), the weights wi are proportional to the odds pi(1& pi) for
the independent Bernoulli variables Zi . Thus the ratio wi wj is the odds
ratio between Zi and Zj , i.e.,
wi
wj
=
pi
1& pi <
pj
1& pj
=
P(Zi=1, Zj=0 | Zt , t # A&ij)
P(Zi=0, Z j=1 | Zt , t # A&ij)
(5.4)
where the last equality is based on the fact that the Zi are mutually
independent.
From (5.3) and (5.4), we see that the ratio wi wj can be interpreted as
the odds-ratio between units i and j under both independent Bernoulli and
conditional Bernoulli models. In addition, observing that wi wj does not
depend on A&ij , the odds-ratio is always the same regardless of conditions
on other units. This observation is consistent with the general argument
that the interpretation and estimation of odds-ratio in contingency tables
are not affected by whether the sampling is done prospectively or retrospec-
tively, or by any constraints on marginal distributions of any order.
The following theorem shows that the second-order inclusion probabilities
?ij are asymptotically proportional to ?i?j . Chen et al. (1998) used this result
to derive an approximate variance formula for HorvitzThompson estimator
in survey sampling.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose Condition 1 is satisfied. For any fixed i, j # S
and n2,
\ nn&1+
? ij
?i? j
 1 as
N
n
 .
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Proof. Let A=[i, j]c. By definition and combinatorial expansions, we
have
?ij
? i? j
=
wiw jQ(n&1, A)+(w i+w j)+Q(n, A)
w iwj Q(n&1, A)+(wi+wj)+Q(n&1, A)
. (5.5)
By (b) of Lemma 2.1, the dominant terms, as Nn  , in the numerator
and the denominator of (5.5) are Q(n, A) and Q(n&1, A), respectively.
Thus it is equivalently to show that
\ nn&1+
Q(n, A)
Q(n&1, A)
=\ nn&1+
R(n, A) R(n&2, A)
[R(n&1, A)]2
 1 as
N
n
 .
Consider the function T=[R(n&1, A)]2& nn&1 R(n, A) R(n&2, A). By (a)
of Lemma 2.1, T>0. We now show that T is increasing in wk for all k # A.
To simplify our notation, we let Rm denote R(m, A"[k]) for any 0mn.
Using (a) of Lemma 2.1, we get
T
wk
=2Rn&2(wkRn&2+Rn&1)
&
n
n&1
[Rn&1(wkRn&3+Rn&2)+(wkRn&1+Rn) Rn&3]
>2wk \R2n&2& nn&1 Rn&3Rn&1++\
n&2
n&1
Rn&2Rn&1&
n
n&1
Rn&3Rn+
>0.
Then
T
[R(n&1, A)]2
<
w2n&2N _\N&2n&1 +
2
&
n
n&1 \
N&2
n&2 +\
N&2
n +&
w2n&21 \N&2n&1 +
2
=\wNw1 +
2n&2 1
N&n
.
The right hand side of the above equation goes to zero as Nn  .
Therefore
\ nn&1+
Q(n, A)
Q(n&1, A)
=1&
T
[R(n&1, A)]2
 1 as
N
n
 . K
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6. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION IN CB MODELS
In addition to survey sampling and simulation studies, CB models can
also be used to model real life data. The fitting of a CB model can be either
exact or approximate. An example for the former case can be found in
Chen (1992), where a CB model was used as the exact posterior distribu-
tion for the ‘‘non-black’’ portion of the nearly black object. When fitting
Canada’s Lotto 649 data, however, Stern and Cover (1989) used a CB
model (they called it ‘‘maximum entropy distribution’’) as the limiting
distribution of lottery numbers picked by lottery players, provided the
number of lottery tickets sold is sufficiently large. In both cases above, one
needs to estimate the parameters of the fitted CB model. In this section, we
discuss the maximum likelihood estimation of the parameter vector w.
Let d1 , ..., dM be M independent samples from a CB model where di=
(di1 , ..., diN) for i=1, ..., M. The log-likelihood based on these M samples is
L= :
M
i=1
log p(di)= :
M
i=1 _ :
N
j=1
dij log wj&log R(n, S)&
= :
N
j=1
xj%j&M log R(n, S)
where xj=Mi=1 dij and %j=log wj for j=1, ..., N. Using the reparametriza-
tion %=(%1 , ..., %N) and noticing that R(n, S) does not depend on the x j ,
we recognize that the likelihood belongs to an exponential family. Clearly
the xj are the sufficient statistics for the %j . Let x=(x1 , ..., xN) and X=
(X1 , ..., XN), where Xj=Mi=1 D ij for j=1, ..., N. By standard results on
exponential families (e.g., Theorem 3.3.1 in Bickel and Doksum, 1977), the
first-order and the second-order derivatives of L are
L
%
=x&E(X)
2L
%2
=&Var(X).
It is easy to check that
E(X)=M? and Var(X)=MVar(D)=M7
where 7 is an N_N matrix whose (i, i)th element is ?i&?2i , and (i, j)th
element is ?ij&?i? j for all i{j.
Theorem 6.1. If 0<xi<M for all i # S, the maximum likelihood estimate
of w exists and is unique up to a constant.
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Proof. By standard results on exponential families, the MLE of % is the
solution to
x=E(X)=M?. (6.1)
Since w is a function of %, the MLE of w can also be found by solving the
equations in (6.1). Using (3.1), we can rewrite (6.1) as
wi R(n&1, [i]c)
R(n, S)
=
xi
M
, i=1, ..., N. (6.2)
It is easy to see that (6.2) is essentially the same as (3.2) with the true
coverage probabilities ?i replaced by the sample proportions xi M. If
0<xi<M for all i # S, by Theorem 3.1, there exists a unique solution to
(6.1) modulo rescaling. This completes the proof. K
It is clear that (6.2) does not have any closed-form solution. Therefore
one must rely on certain iterative procedure to solve (6.2). In the CB model
by Stern and Cover (1989), N=49, n=6, M=13, 983, 816 (number of
lottery tickets sold on July 6, 1985) and xi is the frequency of the i th
number picked by lottery players, for i=1, ..., 49. When solving (6.2), Stern
and Cover (1989) adopted the generalized iterative scaling algorithm
(Darroch and Ratcliff, 1972), which took more than 20 CPU hours on a
VAX 11780 machine. Here we present two iterative procedures that are
more efficient than their algorithm.
Algorithm 1. The first procedure is similar to the one by Chen et al.
(1994). Assume the xi are in ascending order. Start with w(0)=xM and
subsequently update the current w(t) by
w (t+1)i =
xiR(n&1, [N]c)
MR(n&1, [i]c) }w=w (t) , i=1, ..., N&1; w (t+1)N =w (t)N =xN M.
According to Chen et al. (1994), the above iterative procedure converges
monotonically and geometrically to the unique solution with a convergence
rate bounded by xN M. K
Algorithm 2. The second procedure is a NewtonRaphson type method
that operates on %. In our situation, this method has the form
%(t+1)=%(t)+[7(t)]&1 \ xM&?(t)+
where the quantities on the right-hand side are computed at %(t). The MLE
of wi is set to be log % i for each i # S after the procedure converges. K
We can compare the two algorithms in three aspects. First, Algorithm 1
has a convenient starting point w(0)=xM, while there is no general starting
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point for Algorithm 2 and its speed of convergence can be greatly affected
if the starting point is not chosen properly. Second, Algorithm 1 needs
O(n2N) operations for each iteration (Chen et al., 1994), while Algorithm
2 requires at least O(n2N2)+O(N3) operations per iteration, most of which
are spent on computing N(N&1) off-diagonal elements in 7 and inverting
7 to 7&1. Third, Algorithm 1, being geometrically convergent, usually
takes more iterations than Algorithm 2, which is quadraticly convergent.
It is unclear as to which of the two algorithms is faster in general. However,
Algorithm 1 performs better than Algorithm 2 in all of our applications.
For example, when fitting the same Canada’s Lotto 649 data as in Stern
and Cover (1989), it took Algorithm 1 less than 1 CPU second and Algorithm
2 more than 2 CPU hours on a Sun SparcStation 2 to obtain the solution
of (6.2) within six significant figures.
Under certain condition, the efficiency of Algorithm 2 can be much
improved. As shown in Theorem 4.2, the off-diagonal elements of 7, i.e.,
?ij&?i?j , are on a smaller scale than the diagonal elements, i.e. ?i&?2i , when
the sample size n is considerably small compared to the population size N or
when the weights wi are relatively homogeneous. In such cases, we can use the
matrix diag[?i&?2i ] in place of 7 to avoid spending large amount of compu-
tation on off-diagonal elements. It is easy to see that if the procedure converges,
i.e. %(t+1)=%(t), we must have x=M?. Hence this approximation of 7 does
not affect the solution to (6.2) provided that the procedure converges.
7. CONVERGENCE OF CB MODELS TO
MULTINOMIAL MODELS
When sampling n units from a population of N units, the only difference
between a CB model and a multinomial model is that the former does not
allow repetition of any unit in the sample, while the latter does. If the
chance for any unit to be selected more than once under a multinomial
model is very small, we should expect that sampling without replacement
using a CB model is close to sampling with replacement using a multi-
nomial model. The following theorem establishes the convergence of a CB
model to a multinomial model under certain condition.
Theorem 7.1. Let p( } ) be the density of a CB model with the weights wi ,
and q( } ) be the density of Multinomial (n; *1 , ..., *N) defined on Dnq=
[d: 0din, and  i # S di=n], where *i=wi  j # S w j for each i # S. Then
the distance between the two distributions is given by
d( p, q) ] :
d # D nq
| p(d)&q(d)|=2 _1& n! R(n, S)[R(1, S)]n& ,
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where p(d)=0 for each d # Dnq"D
n. Furthermore, if Condition 1 holds,
d( p, q)  0 as Nn2  .
Proof. It is obvious that Dn/Dnq . For each d # D
n,
p(d)&q(d)=
>i # S wdii
R(n, S)
&n! ‘
i # S \
wi
 j # S wj+
di
=\ ‘i # S w
di
i +_ 1R(n, S)&
n!
[R(1, S)]n&>0,
where the last step is obtained by using (a) of Lemma 2.1 repeatedly. For
each d # Dnq"D
n, p(d)&q(d)=&q(d)<0. Thus
:
d # D nq
| p(d)&q(d)|=2 :
d # D n
[ p(d)&q(d)]=2 _1& n! R(n, S)[R(1, S)]n& .
We only need to show n!R(n, S)[R(1, S)]n  1 as Nn2  . For each
k=2, ..., n, consider
kR(k, S)
R(1, S) R(k&1, S)
=
 i # S wiR(k&1, [i]
c)
 i # S wiR(k&1, S)
min
i # S {
R(k&1, [i]c)
R(k&1, S) = .
Using (b) of Lemma 2.1, we get
R(k&1, [i]c)
R(k&1, S)
=
Q(k&1, [i]c)
wi+Q(k&1, [i]c)

1
c
k&1
N&k+1
+1
>
1
c
n&1
N&n+1
+1
,
where c is the upper bound of w i wj for all i, j # S. Thus
n! R(n, S)
[R(1, S)]n
= ‘
n
k=2
kR(k, S)
R(1, S) R(k&1, S)
>_c n&1N&n+1+1&
&(n&1)
>exp {&c (n&1)
2
N&n+1= .
The right hand side approaches to one as Nn2  . K
The result in Theorem 7.1 should not be surprising since n!R(n, S)
[R(1, S)]n is the probability that none of the N units is sampled more than
once under the multinomial model. The following is a direct consequence
of Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 7.1.
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FIG. 3.1. Weights drawn from Log-Normal(0, 1).
Corollary 7.1. If Condition 1 holds, a CB model with the coverage
probabilities ?i can be approximated by Multinomial (n; *1 , ..., *N), where
*i=?in for each i # S, when Nn2 is large.
Numerical Example. With the help of (2.5), we are able to provide
some numerical evidence for the result in Theorem 7.1. We first draw 100
i.i.d. weights wi from Log-Normal(0,1), which are plotted in ascending
FIG. 3.2. Distance between CB(n; w) and Multinomial.
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order in Fig. 3.1. Then CB distributions and the corresponding Multi-
nomial(n; *1 , ..., *N), where *i=wi j # S wj for each i # S, are constructed
for sample sizes n=1, ..., 100. Figure 3.2 shows the distance d( p, q) for
sample sizes n=1, ..., 30. For n>30, the distance is very close to 2. The
first six values are given in the following table.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6
d( p, q) 0.0000 0.0802 0.2272 0.4230 0.6468 0.8792
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